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It Takes All of Us
From the Board Chair

Enduring Benefits

I am happy to report that we have had a very successful year reaching our goals to strengthen how we support you and other community members. **Why should this be important to you?** Each year we work to create an organization that is helpful and valuable to you now and in the future, or until you no longer need our support.

Accomplishing these goals has an enduring impact on the FPA – in a way, they create a legacy for years to come. Take a look at these FPA initiatives:

- **Dentist Initiative:** Over 100,000 dentists (around one half of all U.S. dentists) have been informed about trigeminal neuralgia (TN) multiple times this year. Their new knowledge will help ensure that those of us with TN and other forms of neuropathic facial pain will not have to endure unnecessary dental procedures.

- **2023 Virtual Conference:** The presentations by world-leading experts at April’s virtual conference will serve our community members for years to come. In addition to the 800+ people who attended this conference, hundreds or even thousands more will benefit from the presentation recordings in the future.

- **Research Assistance:** Some of the eight research projects at major healthcare institutions and pharmaceutical companies that the FPA supported this past year by providing information and recruiting clinical trial participants will undoubtedly result in new medical solutions for us in coming years...hopefully, sooner than later.

- **Patient Registry:** We hope to launch in the coming year. The FPA is ready to enroll thousands of people in a patient registry that can be easily accessed and used by researchers developing new medications and other medical solutions to more effectively address neuropathic facial pain.

- **Enhanced Mobile Website:** We know that many people first access our website from a mobile device, and that other people only have access to a mobile device. So, we are completing an important effort to make this experience easier and more valuable.

- **Filling Information Gaps:** Each year, the FPA identifies existing information gaps and then works to fill those gaps by finding relevant research and/or talking with the relevant experts. Arguably, the most important asset the FPA has is information to help people like you, so we continue to expand and strengthen our educational resources which will be used for many years.

Many of you contribute your time and/or money to the FPA each year. I hope you can see that your contributions are turned into both immediate benefits for our community as well as benefits that will be realized by those who need them in the future. We work to leverage your generous contributions in ways that will have the greatest impact for people like us with neuropathic facial pain. You should take great satisfaction in knowing that your gifts “keep on giving.”

David Meyers
Board Chair
The Facial Pain Association
A Message From the CEO

It takes all of us

As we reflect on the past year and share the FPA’s 2022 Annual Report, it seems appropriate to look back at the path we’ve traveled together and what we have achieved. As I write this, I am finalizing our 2023-2024 strategic plan, working with members of our Board of Directors and staff to determine our path forward. One thing is clear to me – it truly takes all of us to succeed in our mission.

The Facial Pain Association is the great connector. We connect people living with facial pain to resources – educational materials, lists of health care professionals who understand and treat facial pain, and other people living in similar situations. We also connect researchers with people interested in participating in their studies. We connect the facial pain community with the latest information available, becoming a trusted and reliable resource for those trying to manage pain and live their lives to the fullest. We couldn’t do any of this without you: our volunteers, including our Board of Directors, who are the backbone of our organization; our medical advisors and partners, who provide reliable medical information and updates; our staff, who work behind the scenes making everything happen; members of the community who open their hearts and share their stories; and last, but certainly not least, our generous donors, who support all these efforts. It takes all of us.

In 2022, we reached over 100,000 dentists in our effort to educate these professionals about neuropathic facial pain. Over half of the facial pain population undergoes unnecessary dental procedures before getting the correct diagnosis. We are trying to reduce that number and equip dental professionals with the knowledge they need to identify facial pain and understand their next steps. This effort has included our Medical Advisory Board (MAB), the dental community, and partnerships with organizations focused on orofacial pain to make progress. It takes all of us and we will continue this work to ensure that patients are identified, and the unnecessary procedures stop.

Our patient registry is almost ready to launch and will provide the opportunity to leave a legacy through your participation – the opportunity to tell your story. This effort will take all of us. Members of our MAB and researchers from around the world worked together to create and evaluate effective questionnaires. Our Board Secretary, Anne Ciemnecki, also a retired survey methodologist and third generation woman with facial pain, is working with other researchers to determine what we need to know, how we gather the information and how it is analyzed so it is useful in studies and to the facial pain community. And you - we need your participation to feed the registry. You hold the key to our success and our ability to find trends, affect public policy, support research, and change the face of facial pain.

Looking forward, we will continue our efforts to reach EVERYONE living with facial pain. Our greatest resource is our connections – to reliable information and educational materials, to the research and medical communities, and to you – the facial pain community. We will use those connections to ensure our mission aligns with your needs. We are updating the mobile experience on our website, allowing for increased accessibility to younger populations and underserved communities. We are translating existing resources so we can reach non-English speakers. We are supporting research with the hope that new drugs and treatments will be discovered. We want to educate neurologists, using successful strategies from our Dentist Initiative. These are just a few things we have planned as we move through 2023 into 2024.

What do you want to see? What would you like to know? Please contact me – I am here for you, our staff is here for you, and this organization is here for you. It takes all of us.

Melissa Baumbick
Chief Executive Officer, The Facial Pain Association
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Mission
Our mission is to serve those with neuropathic facial pain, including trigeminal neuralgia, through support, education, and advocacy.

Who We Are
The Facial Pain Association is the largest patient organization supporting all people affected by neuropathic facial pain, leading the world in resources for information and healthcare guidance. Through programs of education, personal support, and advocacy efforts, the FPA supports patients, their loved ones and caregivers, and healthcare professionals who diagnose and treat people affected by facial pain.

The FPA is volunteer-led and community-focused. Guiding the FPA is a volunteer Board of Directors and a Medical Advisory Board which is composed of experts in neurosurgery, neuroscience, pain management, dentistry, and mental health.

What We Do
We provide personalized support:
- Support Group Leaders offer a forum for those in the facial pain community to experience an encouraging, sympathetic group in person, virtually, or in hybrid format.
- Peer Mentors offer one-on-one support by sharing their experiences and lending a compassionate ear by phone or email.
- Social Media Ambassadors use their voice on various platforms to actively and positively promote what the FPA means to them.
- Special Projects Volunteers provide their expertise to assist with projects such as: translating materials, patient advocacy, patient research advisory panels, and social media moderation.

We provide education:
- FacePain.org includes the latest information on seeking and receiving a diagnosis, symptoms, treatment options, pain management, medication, mental health, doctor, and medical center information. Our website houses a library of educational webinars, medical articles, and links to a variety of additional helpful resources.
- Webinars, Quarterly journals, and Bulletin updates provide ongoing information from medical professionals, event notifications, research updates, and more.

We promote patient advocacy:
- The FPA is dedicated to creating a community that fosters collaboration through outreach to the medical community and supporting research efforts.
- The FPA Young Patients Committee (YPC) recognizes the unique issues faced by people under age 40. The YPC gives a voice to younger patients and raises awareness that neuropathic facial pain does not only affect older adults. The YPC maintains an active Facebook Page, Facebook Group, and accounts on Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and LinkedIn.

It Takes All of Us to Make a Difference
The 2022 Annual Report is a reflection of you, our incredible community, and how you made a difference through giving your time, raising awareness, learning together, working together, and investing in the facial pain community. It Takes All of Us—including YOU!
The Facial Pain Association could not do what we do without the dedicated group of volunteers who serve as Support Group Leaders, Peer Mentors, Young Patients Committee members, and on a variety of ongoing and short-term projects, including conference support, the holiday helpline, and literature review. FPA Volunteers either live with facial pain themselves or are caregivers or family members. They are from 31 US States, Canada, the UK, and Brazil. Volunteers provide support by drawing on their own experiences, as well as training provided by the FPA.

We welcome volunteers from varied backgrounds, life experiences, and medical histories.

No specific skills, educational background, or experience is required to serve as an FPA Volunteer.

FPA Volunteers:

• Help others feel less alone.
• Help the organization reach as many people living with facial pain as possible.
• Build a support network.
• Find a sense of accomplishment.

If you are interested in volunteering with the FPA, contact Regina Gore, Volunteer Coordinator at rgore@facepain.org or call us at 800-923-3608 for more information.

Scan this QR code or click here for a special message about volunteering with the FPA.

FPA Volunteer Roles Key

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counselor</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer Mentor</td>
<td>PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Project</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Group Leader</td>
<td>SGL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Patients Committee Board</td>
<td>YPC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Facial Pain Association wishes to thank three long-time volunteers, Thomas Guith, Lynn Ruppe, and Tom Kruse for their selfless service to those living with facial pain, their families, and loved ones. Your outstanding dedication is an inspiration to all.

Tim and Lynn led the Suburban Detroit Support Group starting in 1998. Lynn’s husband, Pete, lent invaluable technical assistance with video conferencing.

Tom started his volunteer service by helping the Tucson, AZ group in the early 2000s. He then continued as the Support Group Leader, expanding the group to all of Arizona, then to the entire Southwest with the use of video conferencing.

Thomas “Tim” Guith
Support Group Leader, Suburban Detroit, MI

Tim was an executive with General Motors for over 30 years who retired on disability at the age of 52 due to facial pain. He credits his wife, Donna, with helping him get through those early months before being diagnosed by packing his face with ice packs. “It has been a pleasure to help those suffering as we did,” he says.

Lynn Ruppe
Support Group Leader, Suburban Detroit, MI

Lynn’s professional background as a nurse, along with her calm, warm-hearted personality, made her the perfect Support Group Leader. For the first 20 years, the group met at a local medical center that was a 45-minute drive for Lynn, who made the trip every month no matter the weather.

Tom Kruse
Support Group Leader, Southwest

Tom describes himself as a “happy caregiver” to his wife who was diagnosed with trigeminal neuralgia in 2003. He says: “As a caregiver, I have always felt like an outsider, but your organization realizes that caregivers need support, too. I wish to give you all a BIG THANK YOU for your time helping all in this community.”
“One attendee turned off her camera so she could cry because she felt so validated to hear others’ stories. This group is powerful.”
—Anne Ciemnecki, Support Group Leader

“I am always excited for the next Support Group Meeting! It has become a special and precious part of my life! And I am so grateful because you [FPA] gave me this opportunity!”
—Tatiana Colledan, Support Group Leader

“There is nothing like working with passionate people who care about their mission, especially one as noble as the FPA. Collaborating with dedicated, passionate people makes my work very easy to do.”
—Rose Gaffney, Project Volunteer for Video Productions

“This has been so rewarding for me. I remain pain free and being able to support others is something I truly want to continue doing, especially during my healing process. I believe we heal when we help others heal.”
—Miorky Torres, Project Volunteer for Holiday Helpline and Conference Support

“I can’t describe how it felt to be helping someone. Almost like I was the one benefitting from it.”
—Larry Bailes, Project Volunteer for Holiday Help Line and Conference Support

“I really feel this is a good thing and the more people we spread the information to through the year will help next season. Thanks for the opportunity to be here. It helps us all.”
—Julie Parks, Project Volunteer for Holiday Helpline

“All I can say is “WOW” We are getting the word out and people [are] connecting with us! So awesome! If there’s anything else I can help with, let me know!”
—Christine Spor, Peer Mentor, Project Volunteer for Holiday Helpline and Conference Support

Counselor (C), Peer Mentor (PM), Special Project (P), Support Group Leader (SGL), YPC Board (YPC) by Country
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Congratulations Hannah and Colette, the FPA Young Patients Committee Facial Pain Resiliency Scholarship recipients for Fall 2022!

We invite you to read a portion of their winning essays on the following page.

We’ve both been part of the YPC for years and taking on a larger role within the committee has been an exciting challenge.

Our goal has always been to advocate for people for facial pain and with these new roles we’ve had the chance to really increase our impact. Over the last year, we’ve had the chance to get to know more patients on a deeper level. We’ve taken those conversations to heart and tried to implement more impactful projects within the YPC. The FPA as a whole has always supported the YPC’s mission, but we’ve both loved the opportunity to take part in the broader facial pain discussions and speaking up for young patients. We hope to continue to be a voice for everyone over the next year! We have so many exciting projects in the works, so keep an eye out. We’re so thankful for this community and all of the love and support we receive from you all!

— Kenzie and Lindsey

Connect with the FPA Young Patients Committee!
The YPC is a wonderful group of people under 40 who, like you, also deal with facial pain. They may be able to provide you with some guidance and support as you adjust to life with facial pain.

Congratulations Hannah and Colette, the FPA Young Patients Committee Facial Pain Resiliency Scholarship recipients for Fall 2022! We invite you to read a portion of their winning essays on the following page.
Hannah Crazyhawk
I needed help and realizing that it is okay to ask for that help when I need it has been one of the biggest challenges in my college career and life. Through this journey, I have learned that I am more resilient, intelligent, proactive, and resourceful than I ever could have imagined. If you battle chronic illnesses and endless pain, asking for help is frightening. Our medical system is not designed to help patients like us. We are seen as too young to be in pain and too healthy looking. That is ableism; chronic pain and illnesses do not discriminate. We are complicated, and it is not our fault. We are fighting enormous, invisible battles every single day. Facial pain can rip your life away. I know that people like me are strong enough to succeed in our educational goals because we are fighters. We fight the most excruciating pain and are still here with hopes and dreams. College is difficult, but it is no match for us.

Colette Miller
My goal is to become a pediatric nurse. I am not sure what specialty, but maybe the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), Emergency Room (ER), or maybe helping kiddos who have the same conditions I have. I would be able to give them a personal and compassionate perspective and so much other knowledge that comes over time from living with these conditions. It has personally affected me, making me learn to be strong and to have perspective through medical challenges. I taught myself that it may seem hard now, but that it will get better later. These opportunities have also given me so much knowledge about my medical conditions and treatment options, ways to make it better, and so much other information I would have never learned in nursing school or life.

The Young Patients Committee Facial Pain Resiliency Academic Scholarship is available to students in the US between the ages of 18-40 attending school, college, or university that have facial pain. An exception to age will be made if you are 17 and entering college in the semester following the application. Applicants must complete this application in full, including upload requests, to be deemed eligible for award consideration. Be on the lookout for the next application round!
About eighty years ago, my grandmother heard the words trigeminal neuralgia for the first time. As a third-generation woman with facial pain, I intimately understand the daily struggle and long-term impact of this condition. My name is Anne Ciemnecki and I am honored to serve on the Facial Pain Association’s Board of Directors, where my experience propels my passion.

Trigeminal neuralgia and other neuropathic facial pain conditions are rare, with little dedicated research and even less funding. Last year, our board decided to create a forum where your voice can be heard, where everyone’s voice can be heard. The Facial Pain Association’s Patient Registry will be a platform where we can securely and confidentially gather data about your experience.

The registry must be designed so that the data you submit can be extracted and analyzed. For more than 30 years, I served as a survey methodologist working for foundations and the federal government. In the decade before I retired, 80% of my work focused on collecting data from people with disabilities to inform the Social Security Administration (SSA) of their needs. The combination of my personal and professional experience makes me uniquely qualified to spearhead this project.

As part of the rare community, we must combine our individual experiences into a symphony of voices. This is your opportunity to affect change!

Using questionnaires designed by researchers and survey professionals, we can collect data over time to help inform clinical trials and affect public policy to better help the facial pain community. We hope to launch the registry in the coming year to start making progress in these impactful areas and we need your support.

When you participate in the registry, the questionnaires will:

- Ask about YOUR experience. There are no right or wrong answers.
- Take approximately 15 minutes with a new questionnaire every 4-6 months.
- Include questions about your pain, medications, treatments you have tried, side effects, and family history.
- Inquire about your daily function. For example, can you exercise, carry a bag of groceries, participate socially, or talk on the phone?

This registry will help transform anecdotal data into evidence, which is vital in the rare community. Information from the registry could help connect people with appropriate clinical trials and assist Social Security Disability determination.
Unfortunately, it is not free. There are significant costs associated with launching and maintaining a patient registry, and just like we can combine our voices, we can combine our resources to make this happen. If we invest in this today, we can make life better tomorrow and leave a legacy for the future.

Warm regards,

[Signature]

We want to hear from you!
What is one question you would like to see included in the FPA’s Patient Registry?

Please use the enclosed envelope, click HERE, or scan the QR code to make a contribution. When you send in your gift, please tell us what information you would like to see included in the patient registry.

You can also email your suggestions to info@facepain.org.

Give to FPA with Confidence
The Facial Pain Association (FPA), formerly known as the Trigeminal Neuralgia Association (TNA), is a registered non-profit, 501(c)(3) volunteer organization founded in 1990.

GuideStar

The Facial Pain Association earned GuideStar’s highest level of recognition, the Platinum Seal of Transparency

GuideStar is the world’s largest source of information on nonprofit organizations. It gathers and provides access to the most comprehensive, up-to-date, and accurate nonprofit information available. GuideStar’s mission is to revolutionize philanthropy by providing information that advances transparency, enables users to make better decisions, and encourages charitable giving. GuideStar is a 501(c)(3) public charity.
Facial pain can be a silent but debilitating condition, often misunderstood and misdiagnosed. **It takes all of us** to increase public knowledge about neuropathic facial pain, including trigeminal neuralgia, and emphasize the urgent need for early diagnosis and effective treatment options.

Facial Pain Awareness Month and Rare Disease Day serve as beacons, rallying communities, healthcare professionals, and advocacy groups to shed light on trigeminal neuralgia. Increasing awareness also plays a vital role in providing support and solidarity.

Together we can unmask the challenges faced by those living with this condition by amplifying the voices and sharing the experiences of people with facial pain. Through this collective support, we can help break the isolation often felt by those affected by facial pain during awareness month and throughout the year.
You Shared Your Story

“My #TNStory has not been a walk in the park by any means. As many of you know, one year ago this month I underwent brain surgery in hopes of parting ways with this pesky affliction. Unfortunately, things don’t always go to plan...”

– @ayaleslie2

You Educated Your Community

Throughout October, you shared facts about facial pain and promoted grassroots awareness events.

You Turned Social Media Teal

You shared others’ stories, awareness day posts, fundraising efforts, and more over 1,200 times in October, reaching more than 75,000 people.
More than 800 people from 6 continents and 23 countries participated in the 2023 FPA Conference.

North America
The Bahamas
Bermuda
The Cayman Islands
Canada
Mexico
United States

Europe
Belgium
Czech Republic
Denmark
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Norway
Portugal
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Asia
Israel
Malaysia

South America
Brazil
Peru

Africa
South Africa

Australia
Australia
New Zealand

2023 FPA Conference

Your generosity not only allowed us to keep the cost of admission low, but also provided complimentary admission to 112 attendees who reached out to us for support.

“Essential information delivered with clarity and heart. Thank you!”
— Katie

80,000+
Website users

530,000+
Bulletins emailed

17,500+
Facebook Group Members

10,000+
Quarterly journals mailed

8,000+
2022 FPA Video Series views

2,500+
Calls for information
Facial Pain: A 21st Century Guide

Thanks to the tremendous generosity of our donors, we have provided a complimentary copy of Facial Pain: A 21st Century Guide to more than 130 people who reached out to us in need.

If you know someone in need, please call the FPA office at 800-923-3608 or email info@facepain.org to request a copy.

2022 FPA Video Series

The FPA’s Video Series, based on presentations from the 2022 Virtual Conference, has been viewed more than 8,000 times. All FPA webinars are free and available in our library at www.facepain.org/tag/webinars.

2022 FPA Bulletins

More than 530,000 FPA Bulletins were received by the facial pain community in 2022.

You can receive the latest facial pain news, upcoming events, and information in your inbox when you sign up at www.facepain.org/sign-up/.
Find a Doctor

The Facial Pain Association is fortunate to have the guidance of the Medical Advisory Board composed of experts in neurosurgery, neuroscience, pain management, dentistry, and mental health.

If you have facial pain, it is important to find the best doctor for you who knows about your condition. Although we do not recommend specific doctors, you may start your search with the facial pain experts on our Medical Advisory Board and the Find a Doctor list on our website at www.facepain.org/find-support/find-a-doctor.

Please Note: The doctors on our Find a Doctor list pay a fee to be listed on our website; FPA does no independent examination of the professional qualifications, education, experience or other credentials of those with whom we have linked, the validity or suitability of the services or products they offer, or of the accuracy of the content of the linked sites. Listing on our site does not constitute an FPA endorsement of any physician, surgeon, medical procedure, medical institution, or its staff.

The Research Initiative

We aim to empower patients and caregivers with the knowledge that helps you be educated partners in your healthcare and to encourage more research on facial pain and relevant issues faced by those with facial pain.

As part of FPA’s research initiative, we are committed to keeping you informed of efforts that may result in better treatment options for trigeminal neuralgia and other neuropathic facial pain.

To reach these goals, FPA will provide four resources:

1. Information about clinical trials and studies
2. Opportunities to get involved with research
3. Articles on published studies
4. Non-financial support for researchers

Visit https://www.facepain.org/research/ to learn about clinical trials and studies, opportunities to get involved with research, articles on published studies, and more.

Please Note: The FPA is enthusiastic about medical research for facial pain patients, and encourages those with TN to consider participation. It is important to note, however, that the FPA is not offering, nor is it qualified to offer, a scientific or medical endorsement of any Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved patient study. An IRB is a committee established to review and approve research involving human subjects. The purpose of the IRB is to ensure that all human subject research be conducted in accordance with all federal, institutional, and ethical guidelines. All studies and trials listed have IRB or Ethics Committee approval where relevant. The safety and scientific validity of the study is the sole responsibility of the study sponsors and investigators. Patients should use the contact information provided to contact the research organization for more information.

Choosing to participate in a study is an important personal decision. Before you participate in a study, discuss all options with your health care provider. Although study sponsors may donate to the FPA, such donations do not influence or guide our decision about the studies we identify.
It Takes All of Us
Working Together

In 2022, Melissa Baumbick and Brandi Underwood applied, interviewed, and were selected to participate in Headache on the Hill, an annual advocacy event organized by the Alliance for Headache Disorders Advocacy (ADHA).

On February 14, 2023, Melissa and Brandi joined 300 other ADHA advocates from 48 states, meeting with the offices of US Senators and Representatives from Georgia. Neuropathic facial pain, including trigeminal neuralgia, is diagnostically classified by the International Headache Society in The International Classification of Headache Disorders. Headache on the Hill brings together health professionals, advocates, patients, caregivers, and researchers in support of the common goal to make life better for all those living with or otherwise impacted by headache disorders in the United States.

Our primary goal and reason for participating in this event is to raise awareness about neuropathic facial pain in the larger headache space.

"As CEO of the Facial Pain Association, the largest patient organization supporting all people affected by neuropathic facial pain, I am here to be a voice for those in our community, some of whom literally cannot speak because of their relentless pain."
— Melissa Baumbick, CEO

“I hope to work together in pursuit of equitable policies, research, and funding for people living with headache conditions, including neuropathic facial pain. Through sharing our stories, we can help reduce barriers and stigma, especially in rural and underserved communities.”
— Brandi Underwood, Marketing and Communications Manager

We are grateful for all centers, organizations, companies, researchers, and individuals who collaborate and partner with the FPA to spread awareness about neuropathic facial pain.

Community of Collaboration

Alliance for Headache Disorders Advocacy
American Academy of Orofacial Pain
Association of Migraine Disorders
Biohaven Pharmaceuticals
Brotman Facial Pain Clinic
Cleveland Clinic
Coalition for Headache and Migraine Patients

Columbia University
Facial Pain Research Foundation
Juan M. Hincapie-Castillo, PharmD, MS, PhD
Jonathan Greenberg, PhD
KORTX
Mayfield Brain & Spine
Mayo Clinic
Migraine World Summit

North American Neuromodulation Society
Noema Pharma
NSPC Brain and Spine Surgery
Rare Disease Day
Stanford Medicine
TMJ Association
U.S. Pain Foundation

If you are interested in partnering with the FPA, please contact Brandi Underwood at bunderwood@facepain.org.
It Takes All of Us
Investing in the Facial Pain Community

2022 Levels of Giving

2022 Expenses

Every support group, every webinar, every phone call, and email of support is made available through the generosity of people like you.

2022 Sources of Revenue
The Sustainer Circle is an incredible community of monthly givers who help ensure that FPA meets our mission of support, education, and advocacy of the facial pain community.

Jerry Adkins
William Albert
Heidi Battistini
Melissa Baumbick
Joan Beelen
Carol Bender
Cynthia Bennett
Carol Berardi
Susan Blowers
Erika Blumberg
Jennifer Byram
Joey Callahan
Joe & Tatiana Christian
Luanne Crawford-Richey
Daniel Desmedt
Allison Feldman
Stephen Fleming
Lance Fritze
Irene Fulk
Margaret Gallo
Lorri Genack
Robby Gore
Charles Graham
Treana Hansen
Warren Huss
Jeri Klein
Ally & Danny Kubik
Lisa LaGrego
Andrew & Amy Louie
Audrey Martinuzzi
Arthur Matson
Laura Ortiz
Jeanne Tarullo Hays
Brandi Underwood
Candace Walkup
Kathleen Warren
Linda Wilson
Cynthia Woods

If you would like more information on joining the FPA Sustainer Circle, please call 800-923-3608 or email Brandi at bunderwood@facepain.org.
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“I would say that the support group is almost as important as taking the right medication. I’m so appreciative of you organizing this...”
—Robert
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Silver Supporter
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The information that you have sent us will greatly help us in our decision making. It helped me tremendously to begin the journey of providing relief for my wife, who has been dealing with trigeminal neuralgia. Additionally, I had a very nice conversation with [volunteer] Tom Kruse who also provided valuable information.”

—Dan

“Support Groups are such a source of information and comfort!”

—Rosanne

Sarah Hawbecker
Richard & Stephanie Hawley
Madison Hayes
Kathleen Hays
Theresa M. Hercher
Morris Hickman, Jr.
Mary Hilgert
Robert W. Hirsch
Rich & Tina Hogle
Lu Ann Hostetter
David Huang
Warren W. Huss, DDS
Larry & Katharine Ichtter
Kevin Iretton
Jane A. Irving
Arnold Israel
The Ivonen-Smith Charitable Fund
Kristen Jacobs
Kimberly & Paul Johnson
Robert J. Joos, Jr.
Steven & Dana Kaplan
Eleanor Kazdan
Valarie Keefe
Dorothy L. Kelliher
Kay E. Kimball
Jeri Kirkegaard
Jeri Klein
Patricia C. Knight, RN
Geralyn Koehler
Heidi Kopp
Audrey Korman
Sandi Kravetz
Dorothy Kresconko
Sharon Krevor-Weisbaum
Harriet Kulis
Cele Lachance
Kathy LaForest
Lisa Lagrego
L. Paul Lancot
Janean E. Langham
Anne Lastimado
Sara Jane Lee
Rebekah Lehtonen

“Donors” continued on page 31
THANK YOU for our conversation and all your help! I really felt heard and seen by you and it was so nice to be validated. I’m so happy to know there is a kind community out there…"

—Holly

“I really appreciate all the resources. I am interested in contacting other people who have and have had similar issues.”

—Susan

Carol & David Richards
Patricia C. Riggins
Suzanne & Joe Rizzo
Angela Rodger
Norah Rodgers
Patricia M. Ross
Renate Sackhoff
Alan J. Saks
Margaret Schmidt
Karen Schroeder
Janet Schwartz
Shirlene Sears
Dr. Anne T. Sherren
James Sherry
Judy Simpson
V. Sunny Sjaarda
Karen Smirl
Stephanie Sorensen
Anne & Lynn Spyker
Mary Stanley
Gary L. Stanton, MD
State Farm Foundation
Joyce Steadham
Beverly Steel
Diane Stephens
Lyle Stewart
Cita Strauss
Elayne Studenberg
Sean Sullivan
Sherry Sutherby
Kim Svoboda
Susan Swanson
Ronald M. Swartz
Jeanne Tarullo Hays
Charles A. Taylor
Jolynn Taylor
Robert & Judy Taylor
Mark & Jeanie Teel
Kenneth & Debbie Temple
Philip Tereskiecwich
Connie Thomas
Shirley Thomas
Charles & Elizabeth Timblin
Margaret Tonon
Ted Tylaska
Brandy Underwood
United Way of the Greater Triangle
Debv Voso
Rebecca Wagner
Candace Walkup
Jeff Walters
Ann Warren
Kathleen Warren
Harold Wenger
Janet Westers
Nancy Westlake
Louise Williams
Linda Wilson
Aimee Wood
Linda Yamamura
Frank Yanni
Daniel Young
Anastasia Zabolotnikova
Linda Zacarias
Robert Zawacki
Henry Zentgraf
Marilyn Zerby
Scott W. Ziegler
Suzanne & Dennis Zimmerman

“THANK YOU for our conversation and all your help! I really felt heard and seen by you and it was so nice to be validated. I’m so happy to know there is a kind community out there…”

—Holly
"Thank you for finding me an awesome FPA Peer Mentor... I [also] attended FPA Zoom meetings. Thank you and all the wonderful FPA volunteers!"

— Annamarie

"Your lovely emails have really helped me. I am really struggling to come to terms with this being something that isn’t going to go away. Thank you again, you really have made a huge difference to me already."

— Laura
Face Pain?
You’re in good hands.

Ramesh P. Babu, MD
Board Certified, Fellowship trained neurological surgeon with 25 years of clinical practice
Honorary and Memorial Tributes

The Facial Pain Association is grateful to our generous donors whose gifts serve to honor special people in their lives, commemorate milestone events, or memorialize the legacy of those who have passed. The following donors made tribute gifts between January 1, 2022 and December 31, 2022.*

Honorary Tributes

Alexandra Abramson
Adele Abramson

All Facial Pain Sufferers
Kay Grim
Raymond McCord
Linda Smith

Melissa Anchan
Thomas Murray

Dr. John Atkinson
Marilyn Collom

Amy Beyerl
Elizabeth Emanuel Krolczyk

Dr. Jeffrey Brown
Arlene Cherner
Janet McConnell

Dr. Kim Burchiel & Dr. Robert White
Jane Irving

Linda Burnham
Myself

Erin Carter
Janean Langham

Dr. Kenneth Casey
Donald Hansen
Kathy LaForest

Anne Ciemnecki
Brian Ciemnecki
David Ciemnecki
Barry Lasner

Alyce Clarke
Janine Powell

Joyce Constantino
Myself

Mr. & Mrs. Mitchell Cooper
Susan Raphaelson

Doug Cryptus
Mike Mitranó

Cryptus Dark Shadows Entertainment
Carol Mickiewicz

Dr. Theresa Day
Patricia Mares-Mischke

Dr. Joshua Dowling
Cele Lachance

Lisa East
Shannon Crawford

Ellie
Louise Williams

The Facial Pain Association
Jagdish Khalsa

The Facial Pain Association Staff
Allison Feldman

Allison Feldman
Claude & Jean Aldridge

Ira Field
Susan Raphaelson

Darrell Fryer
Dorothy Fryer

Tom Gallagher
Marcy Gallagher

Mrs. Dhun Gandhi
Freddy Gandhi

Brittney Geerk
Dr. Joseph Barsugli

Giving Tuesday & the Facial Pain Association NSPC Brain & Spine Surgery

Regina Gore
Robby Gore
Richard Levy

Dr. Jordan Grabel
Peter & June Fallon

Dr. Stephen Griffith
Betty Tolles

Tim Guith
Lynn Ruppe
James Sherry

Katie Rose Hamilton
Irene Fuk
Megan Hamilton

Kathleen Hays
Helen Nicholson

Vince Holtmann
John Gaal

Susan Jacobson
Susan Raphaelson

Kathy Jurman
Myself

Megan Kaufmann
Nadine Ellerthorpe

Nanci Knight
Myself

Michael Langella
Michael & Mary Langella

Dr. David Langer
Jeremy Szabo

Harvey D. Langston
Lulu Langston

Dr. Wolfgang Liedtke
Sarah Donly

Roger Levy
Richard Marschner

Dr. Mark Linkskey
Koray Hagen
Nancy Latimer

Fulton Liss
Lisa Mezzetti

Amy Louie
Andrew & Amy Louie

Dr. Thomas Lovely
Dorothy Kellihier

John G. Maciulla
Jane Maciulla

Maria Martinuzzi
Audrey Martinuzzi

Pedro Mendez, Sr.
Leyda Mendez

David Meyers
Maureen Meyers

Rebecca Miller
Craig & Susan Miller

The Neurosurgeons at Barnes Hospital, wSt. Louis, MO
Celine Lachance

Catherine Jane O’Neil
Costello
Janet O’Neil

Our Loving & Supporting Children
Julie Russell

Tara Pantalone
Myself & All Fellow Warriors

Mark Parnass
Susan Raphaelson

Claire Patterson
Gayne Daniels
Sue Remmy

Mr. & Mrs. Jay Pattinger
Suan Raphaelson

Mr. & Mrs. Seymour Pienkny
Susan Raphaelson

Mary Pinella
Jackie Pinella
Lindsay Weissmillner

Elaine M. Retzlaff
Wayne & Elaine Retzlaff

Grampa Robertson
Tim Krenik

Dr. Robert Rostomily
& Ms. Autumn
Joe & Tatiana Christian

Margie Rucker
Gina Rucker

Lynn Sallee
Myself

Sativa’s Fight
Sativa Swinson

Dr. Raymond Sekula
Cynthia Okeson

Judy Simpson
Daniel Desmedt

Ashley Temple Forman
Kenneth & Debbie Temple

Dr. John Tew
Cita Strauss

Steve & Cecilia Thunander
Cathleen Clay

The Virgin Mary
Angela Marcela Garcia Victoria

Lisa Vitale
Scopelitis Law Firm

Stephanie Wagner
Abby Enright

Tom Wasdin
Angela Briggs

Dan Wegner
Alecia Nelson

Jerry Weiss
Susan Raphaelson

Lewis Wolkofsky
Sylvia Pollack

Patty Young
Susan Raphaelson

Young Woman In Georgia who Helped Me On 12/14/22
Harriet Kulis

“I really felt heard and seen by you and it was so nice to be validated. I’m so happy to know there is a kind community out there and really appreciate your help!”

— Holly
“When I found the FPA I was ecstatic. I felt like I found my people.”
— Erik

Memorial Tributes

Hope Albert
William Albert

Vanessa Andrews
Billings Funeral Home

Katherine Babson
Denny
James Denny

Phyllis Basehore
Robert Basehore

Burton Becker
Amy Platizky

Pamela Boone
Richard Boone

Frank & Muriel Borello
Patricia Foggin

Winnifred Brookman
Christy Noordhoek

Larry Case
Mary Case
Kim & Joanne Johnson
Rebekah Lehtonen
Raymond & Colleen Lilstrang
Sean & Tommaso McGlew Canetta
Friends of the Nashua Public Library
Linda Rainey
Daniel Young

Jennifer Chaplin
Ronald Chaplin

Iwona Ciepiaszuk
Ewa Drabek

Harriet Citron
Susan Raphaelson

Leslie L. Cordonnier
Teresa Cordonnier-Stimax

Roy Crane
Michael O’Boyle

Linda Dictrow
Susan Raphealson

Dr. John Doyle
Clark Stevens

Bessie Elledge
Loretta Lockett

Charles “Chuck” Everts
Carol Kirkbride

Bridget Garvin
Deborah Wright

Ann C. Godfrey
Edward Godfrey

Janice Flueckinger
Loann Elwood
Jody Rutledge

Jean Lenore Gaylord
Mason
Richard Gelgauda

Rebecca Gilliam
Kay Kimball

Patricia Grizzard
Treana Hansen

Lucille Guith
Tim Guith

Stanley L. Gulack
Melissa Brent
Mary Agnes Deciccio

Mary Hackney
Karen Jenkins
Beverly Steel
Janet Westers

Sarah Hogan
Patrick Hogan

Jean Horn
Pam Goehring

Dr. Peter Janetta
Lois Balger
Tina Grimm
Claire Patterson

Ardyce Johnson
Lois Fiestad

Connor Joos
Robert Joos

Kimberly K. Johnson
Kimberly & Paul Johnson

Martha Kavanoo
Kiyoshi & Dorothy Nakatsu

Harriet Kravetz
Sandra Kravetz

Nicke T. Kroslow
Carol Kroslow

Harriet Krugel
Jordan Krugel

Ben Kuboushek
Kate Aydin
The Ivenon-Smith Charitable Fund
Brian & Sue Nelson Colleen Norton

Emilia J. Lake
Jennifer Birney
Camille Tancredi

Marilyn Lanctot
L. Paul Lanctot

Herbert Levin
Rochelle Levin

Josephine Litwin Smith
Mary Fryz
Anne Kostecki

Jane MacEachern
Marietta Mattei

Mary E. McLaughlin
Mary Jenson

Dr. Ahmad Mokhtarzadeh
Mitra Perel

Leola D. Moore
Leland Moore

Carole Needleman
Michele & Dennis Dibisie

Nancy Nielsen
Jean Raymond

Ann Nietfeld
Sandra Nietfeld

Marian Nott
Helen Berndt

Helen Nott Berndt
Helen Berndt

Iva Mae Olson
Dan Pace

Nancy Oscaron
Allison Feldman

Eileen A. Ott Clark
Daina Coury

Sherilyn Pasternak
Frances Haskin

Jeri Peters
Connie Thomas

Leonard Sydney
Ramroop

Effie S. Roth
Helen Roth

Nancy Lou Rubinelli
Jerome Newman

Philip J. Russo, Jr.
Richard Gelgauda
Marietta Mattei
Daniel Papasian
Diane & Bob Richard

Mary Schlembach
Shirley Schweitzger

Howard Schreier
Jerome Newman

Krista Marie Schulte
Mandy Pirich

Nell Scribner
Genevieve Lenda

Thomas Short
Kristin Griffin

Russell Sjaarda
V. Sunny Sjaarda

Arthur J. Smith
Suzanne & Joe Rizzo

Miriam Studenberg
Elayne Studenberg

Michael Temple
John Temple

Bill Thompson
Joanne Thompson

Grace Timblin
Charles & Elizabeth Timblin

Irma Tonon
Margaret Tonon

Brian Tucker
Nancy Tucker

Dr. Richard Tyler
John & Rosemary Ashby

Ronald J. Victor
Theresa Victor

Mr. & Mrs. John Vlack
Jessica Vlack

Ira Ward
Susan Raphaelson

Mary Louise Watson
Stella Bennett
Sherry Cai
Effie Friedel
Judith Hamer
Robert Jirsa
Thomas & Ramona Lekas
Teri Odonnell
Shirley Sample
Irene Solesky
Dan Stein

Dorothy Wilis
Dorothy Rainwater

*Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of this list. We regret any errors or omissions that may have occurred. If you see something incorrect, please email info@facepain.org.
Current Sponsors

AdventHealth Neuroscience Institute
Christopher E. Baker, MD
Melvin Field, MD
Ravi Gandhi, MD
David Rosen, MD

Carilion Clinic
Mark Witcher, MD, PhD, FAANS

Cleveland Clinic
Eric P. Baron, DO
Varun Kshettry, MD
MaryAnn Mays, MD
Pablo F. Recinos, MD
Payal P. Soni, MD
Pranav Soni, MD
Aarushi Suneja, MD

Columbia Neurological Surgery
Raymond F. Sekula, Jr., MD
Christopher J. Winfree, MD

Hoag Hospital
Christopher Duma, MD, FACS
Mark E. Linskey, MD, FAANS
Robert G. Louis, Jr., MD
Ali Makki, DMD
Vivek Mehta, MD

Jefferson Health
David W. Andrews, MD, FACS
James J. Evans, MD
Robert H. Rosenwasser, MD, FACS
Ashwini D. Sharan, MD
Stephen D. Silberstein, MD, FACP
Marind A. Stiles, DMD
Chengyuan Wu, MD

Mayo Clinic Florida
William P. Cheshire, Jr., MD
Sanjeet S. Grewal, MD
Ronald Reimer, MD
Robert E. Wharen, MD

Mayo Clinic Minnesota
John L.D. Atkinson, MD
Maria Peiris Celda, MD, PhD
Michael J. Link, MD
W. Richard Marsh, MD
Frederic B. Meyer, MD
Bruce E. Pollock, MD
Jamie J. Van Gompel, MD

NSPC Brain and Spine
Michael Brisman, MD
Jeffrey A. Brown, MD, FACS, FAANS
Alan Mechanic, MD
Brian Snyder, MD
Signature Professional Members continued

**Raleigh Neurosurgical Clinic**
Takanori Fukushima, MD
Laith Khoury, MD
Russell R. Margraf, MD

**South Sound Gamma Knife**
Marc Goldman, MD
Ryan Halpin, MD
Anthony Harris, MD, PhD
Barbara Lazio, MD
Huong Pham, MD
Sheila Smitherman, MD
Herbert Wang, MD

**Springfield Neurological and Spine Institute**
H. Mark Crabtree, MD, FACS
Edwin J. Cunningham, MD, FACS
Ted A. Lennard, MD
J. Charles Mace, MD, FACS
Chad J. Morgan, MD
Salim Rahman, MD, FACS
Robert D. Strang, MD
Jeffrey L. Woodward, MD
Michael J. Workman, MD, FACS

**Stanford Health Care**
Meredith Barad, MD
Vivek P. Buch, MD
Steven D. Chang, MD
Beth Darnall, PhD
Michael Lim, MD

**The Valley Hospital**
William S. Cobb, MD, PhD
Anthony L. D’Ambrosio, MD
Chad M. DeYoung, MD
Thomas P. Kole, MD, PhD
Michael F. Wesson, MD

**Trigeminal Neuralgia Treatment Center of Virginia**
K. Singh Sahni, MD, FACS

**University of Virginia Gamma Knife Center**
Jason P. Sheehan, MD, PhD
Zhiyuan Xu, MD

**Weill Cornell Brain and Spine Center**
Michael Kaplitt, MD
Jared Knopman, MD
Susan C. Pannullo, MD
Justin Schwarz, MD
Phillip E. Stieg, MD, PhD, FAANS

We strive to be the most reliable and comprehensive resource on facial pain conditions for patients, their families, and healthcare professionals. If you would like to be recognized among the 150+ doctors and medical centers participating in the FPA’s Professional Membership program, please contact Brandi Underwood at bunderwood@facepain.org or call (800) 923-3608.

**Professional Members**

Alan J. Appley, MD, FACS
Larry S. Arbeitman, DC
Ramesh P. Babu, MD
Samuel L. Barnett, MD
Chetan Bettigowda, MD, PhD
George K. Bovis, MD
Mark Bryniarski, MD
Ketan Bulsara, MD
Brijesh Chandwani, DMD
Edward Chang, MD
James M. Chimenti, MD
Jonathan S. Citow, MD
David Darrow, MD
Paul W. Detwiler, MD
Dario J. Englott, MD, PhD
Chikezie Essenu, MD, FAANS
David Estin, MD
Melvin Field, MD
Michael L. Gelb, DDS, MS
Thomas W. Graham, MD
Andrew W. Grande, MD
Judy Huang, MD
Brian Hwang, MD
Babak Jahromi, MD, PhD
Stephen Johnson, MD
Willard S. Kasoff, MD, MPH
Tyler J. Kenning, MD, FAANS
Brian H. Kopell, MD
Jonathan H. Lustgarten, MD
Shamin Masrou, DO
Mark R. McLaughlin, MD
Sachi Mehrotra, DDS
Matthew Mian, MD
Yaron A. Moshe, MD
Stephen Nalbach, MD
John Adair Pratt, MD
Shervin Rahimpour, MD
Mark B. Renfro, MD
Joshua M. Rosenow, MD
Laligam N. Sekhar, MD, FACS
Eric Sussman, MD
Aizik Wolf, MD

Current Sponsors, Signature Professional Members, and Professional Members as of June 2023